Extending plasma channel of filamentation with a multi-focal-length beam.
We propose a novel scheme that lengthens the plasma channel in filamentation with a multi-focal-length beam. Instead of one focal length introduced by a conventional convex lens, the multi-focal-length beam modulated by a spatial light modulator (SLM) produces a filament in an extended range with limited but strictly manipulated laser energy. The results show that the scheme is capable of doubling the filament length compared to a single-lens scheme with a 2-mJ input pulse. The filament location and length can be simply tuned by altering the spatial amplitude and phase or employing higher energies. Furthermore, the extended filament length leads to the generation of a broadened continuum ranging from visible (VIS) to infrared (IR) domain. This versatile scheme offers an efficient tool for the development of a variety of applications involving ultrafast nonlinear optics.